
Descriptions of Functions Criterion C

Introduction
Google scripting is an application development program that allows users to create applications which
google workspace apps can be integrated into. For example: Google Docs, Google Spreadsheets,
Google Forms etc. In the case of this project, google scripting allows an school that has always been
using Google as their domain, to automate tasks and lessen possible inefficiencies when completing
certain tasks.

A Google Form was used to collect data for the requests as it is easy to gather data as well compatible
with sending data to a google spreadsheet. The google form helps complete success criteria
1,3,5,6.The google form only allows certain types of data based on certain parameters. For example
Sender's Name must be a worded answer that mitigates any chances for an error when retrieving the
data. Moreover, making it so the client does not have to sort it herself.



The function “onFormSubmit” is the most integral part of the program, by running this function it
subsequently runs two other functions in “autoSort” and “autoEmail” that will be discussed later.  The
function gathers the form responses by “form.getResponses” which retrieves the object. Through
formResponses.length the length of the object is retrieved. In order to get the latest response, it is the
tail end of the array minus one. Shown in line 9. Next we get the item’s of these responses which are
just the headings generated from the google form. Then a for loop is run to look at each response that
is given. Similar things are done in both line 14 and 15 where data is getting retrieved. Finally in line
20 answers are moved to an array.

In order to store the data gathered from the google form a function called “AddRecord” must be
created. What this function does is, after line 28 when it opens the spreadsheet by the URL, it’ll go to
the specific sheet determined by the name. Then the function will append or add the data
correspondingly to the name of the header, in the first available row.



Next is the autoSort function.which is shown by the code below.

Through declaring an object instance in the form of getRange (row,column,lastRow-1,lastCol);  From
range.sort we identify that we would like to sort column: 3 which is column with all the requests by
ascending alphabetical order (A-Z). Putting administrative requests first as well as completing success
criteria 9.

Word Count: 536



Finally the last function “autoEmail” which is a function that once the form is submitted it
automatically sends an email to the recipient. Done together with the onformsubmit trigger. First two
variables are declared. The first one being a google document that contains the content of an email
along with the second variable containing the email subject. Next if we look at the function
“autoEmail” where it’s parameter is e which is an object. The amount of values of responses given are
the same amount of emails that will be sent out shown in line 58. Next in Line 61 JSON.stringify
turns a javascript object into a JSON String. Then a call to a separate function is made which is
MailApp.sendEmail through using Gmail.


